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PlaceMap
Using the power of Google Earth to store and display all of your spatial data in a much more dynamic way
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Google Earth is a free software program that lets you fly anywhere on Earth to view satellite imagery, maps, terrain and 3D buildings.

When used in conjunction with PlaceMap, it becomes a very powerful 3D tool that can be used for storing, querying, displaying, 
printing and distributing all of your spatial data.

For industries such as Real Estate, the Accommodation sector and the Travel industry, PlaceMap offers many advantages over the 
existing map display tools including:

✓ Use the power of Google Earth for “flying” over your locations…in 2D or 3D

✓ View buildings and terrain in 3D to see how they relate to other places and look at potential location views

✓ Create KML/KMZ files of multiple places and tracks which can be emailed to interested parties. KML/KMZ files can be opened 
directly from the email on computer and smart phones and will automatically zoom into the places of interest

✓ Use the tools available in Google Earth such as the distance measurement tool and digitizing functions

✓ Use the existing layers in Google Earth primary database for viewing location photos, restaurants, bars, schools, bus stops and 
much more

✓ View property location floor plans in the correct size and orientation

✓ Overlay tourist maps highlighting activities close to the property

✓ Link directly to the property Agents, Hotel or Travel website advert

✓ Save high quality images and movies for printing or emailing to clients

✓ Add your own place marks to highlight property locations such as tourist attractions, transport, sporting facilities etc.

✓ Add photographs and place them in the correct position and view eg. from drones

✓ Store multiple property KML’s on your smart phone for easy reference



In the past, Google Earth has been available in a free and a professional version 
which cost $400 a year.  However, since January, 2015, the Professional version 

has been available for free so this adds significant features to the PlaceMap
system including:  

• Advanced Measurements:  Measure parking lots and land developments with polygon area 
measure, or determine affected radius with circle measure.

• High-resolution printing:  Print Images up to 4800 x 3200 pixel resolution.

• Exclusive Pro data layers:  Demographics, parcels, and traffic count.

• Spreadsheet Import:  Import up to 2500 addresses at a time, assigning place marks and style 
templates in bulk.

• GIS import: Visualize ESRI shapefiles (.shp) and MapInfo (.tab) files.

• Movie-Maker: Export Windows Media and Quicktime HD movies, up to 1920 x 1080 resolution.
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Google Earth



Over the past few years, Google has released complete 3D representations of buildings 
and terrain throughout many metropolitan areas. 3D imagery provides an immersive 

experience as you explore, just like the view you’d have if you were flying over the city.

Google Earth London 3D buildings
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In other cities, the original Sketchup 3D models are still available such as along the Waikiki 
beach strip in Hawaii where you can get a great view of the hotels 
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To illustrate the effect of the 3D buildings, here is a view of Waikiki Beach with topography 
turned on but 3D buildings turned off
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Here is the same view of Waikiki Beach with topography turned on and 3D buildings 
turned on
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PlaceMap consists of an online database containing all of the property and 
accommodation listings. The database can store millions of listings which can be 

queried to select a group of listings for viewing in Google Earth.

Criteria to 
select a set of 

listings
Selected 
listings
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Information for each place is entered into the online database. These can be entered 
manually or imported directly from other databases, Excel or CSV files. 
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Latitude & longitude’s are 
automatically generated 

from the property address



Once the listings have been selected, Click the Open in Create KMZ button to generate the 
kmz file and then click the Download button to save the kmz file to your computer.

Click the Create KMZ 
button to create the kmz

file

Click the Download
button to open the KMZ 

file in Google Earth
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The kml file will be created in the nominated folder.  It is a very small file (42kb) so it can 
easily be emailed as an attachment which can then be opened directly in Google Earth on a 

computer, iPad or smart phone
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The selected properties will be displayed in Google Earth with the property icon and the 
property name. The menu will show each selected property in a separate folder.
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Google Earth is very fast and easy to fly around and to zoom in an out using the right and 
left mouse buttons
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You can also turn on the Terrain in Google Earth and view the property locations in 3D using 
the centre mouse button. The terrain can be exaggerated up to 3 times.
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View of San Sebastian with topography and 3D buildings turned off
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View of San Sebastian with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned off
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View of San Sebastian with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned on
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Each of the selected property folders has a 
number of data layers that can be turned 
on or off by clicking the check box next to 

the layer.
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Tourist map image layer turned on
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Adjust the transparency 
of the image

The transparency of the layer can be adjusted using the slider bar 
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In plan view, zoom in on one property to see the layer data in more detail.  
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You can also click the place mark 
layer to display the property 

description

Click the icon to display 
the property description 

You can either click the icon or click the place mark layer in the folder to display the 
property description balloon 
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Click to go to the 
property website advert

The property description balloon will be displayed 
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Click to go back to 
Google Earth

The property advertisement web page will be displayed in the Google Earth window
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StreetView is also available in Google Earth and is very easy to initiate. Simply drag the 
Street View icon to the location in the street and release the mouse button 

Drag the StreetView icon 
and release at the 

location you want to view
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You can move up and down the street and spin the view around using the left hand mouse 
button

Click “Exit Street View” to 
return to Google Earth
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View of San Sebastian with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned on
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View of San Sebastian with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned on
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View of Machu Picchu with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned on
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View of Machu Picchu with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned on
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View of Vancouver with topography turned on and 3D buildings turned on



View of Grouse Mountain with topography turned on





You can save the property listings by dragging the property folders from the Temporary 
Places folder up to the My Places folder.  These will now be saved when you close Google 

Earth.  You can create sub Folders in the My Places folder as shown below.
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You can save the image to a JPEG file at very high resolutions.  This can then be printed or 
emailed to a client.
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The saved image can have a north arrow and scale bar.
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You can use some of the Google Earth tools such as the Ruler to measure distances.

Distance from the 
property to the beach is 

223m
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You can easily add your own place mark and save this for future use

Enter a name for the 
place mark

Move the place mark to 
the correct location 

Select an appropriate 
icon for the place mark
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These place marks can have different icons and can be stored in a folder than can be saved 
as a kml/kmz file for sending to clients to highlight their proximity to a property 
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Google Earth has a number of built in place marks such as the Place Categories which can 
be turned on or off 
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Displaying the “Dining” layer place marks will show all of the local eateries which can be 
clicked to display the description of the eatery.
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Other place marks such as Bars/Clubs can be displayed.
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Transportation information is also available.
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Photos can be added and positioned at the photo location and view 
eg. panoramas taken from drones
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For a client looking at numerous properties, PlaceMap is a very useful application for saving 
the properties of interest for later referral.

Each property of interest can be emailed to your smart phone and then saved in a free app 
called KMZ Loader and then easily opened in Google Earth on your phone for viewing.

Double 
tap the 
kmz or 
kml file

If you don’t want to 
save the property for 

later viewing, you 
can open it directly 
in Google Earth or 

select KMZ Loader to 
save
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KMZ Loader is a free app that can be used to store KMZ and KML files for later viewing in 
Google Earth or other mapping apps.  

KMZ files will be stored in 
the My KMZ’s folder

My KMZ’s folder with 
stored property files

Select a file and then tap 
Open KMZ and then Open 

in Google Earth
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Google Earth will open and display the information stored in the kmz file
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The property details will be displayed and you can tap the Website advert to go straight to 
the agents website for more information about the property

Tap the link to the website 
advert for the property

Tap the house icon to 
display the property details
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You can also initiate Street View by tapping and dragging the icon to the desired location. 

Tap and drag the Street View 
icon to the road location
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The PlaceMap system for Accommodationcomes with 3 detailed tutorials that 
can be incorporated into a one day on-site training course covering the following 
topics: 

❑ Installing & setting up Google Earth

❑ Navigating & searching

❑ Using layers - 3D buildings & terrain

❑ Placemarks, lines and areas

❑ Image overlays eg. floor plans, tourist maps

❑ Creating and viewing tours

❑ Measuring and digitizing features

❑ Printing high quality maps with title blocks

❑ Sharing data to computers & mobile phones

❑ Geocoding property data

❑ GPS Tracking

❑ Using the PlaceMap online system



About Us…

GEOWiZ Consulting is a boutique IT consultancy based in Sydney specialising in 
developing geospatial solutions to various industries. 

GEOWiZ Consulting has developed a number of in-house applications and 
services for the real estate industry including the PlaceMap technology.

GEOWiZ Consulting aims to work closely with its client base provide a 360 
degree service that generates opportunity and efficiencies at all levels of 
business, including strategy, marketing and sales with the vision of 
contributing to generating higher revenues and improved cash flows.
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G E O W i Z Consulting



For more information contact:

GEOWiZ Consulting
www.geowiz.com.au
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G E O W i Z Consulting

http://www.geowiz.com.au/

